Introduction {#s1}
============

A cochlear implant (CI) can restore hearing in humans with severe and profound sensori-neural hearing loss. While bypassing the outer and middle ear, acoustical signals are converted into electric pulses and directly stimulate the inner ear, e.g., the hearing nerve fibers. Although electrical activation of auditory pathway through a CI differs fundamentally from natural hearing, most CI users are able to interpret sound percepts as meaningful and can derive information enabling them to successfully understand speech. Since the CI was mainly created as a prosthesis to enhance speech perception, music perception remains in comparison poor [@pone.0045375-Cooper1], [@pone.0045375-Koelsch1], with outcomes depending on the complexity of the musical stimuli. Successful perception of rhythm and - to some extent - of pitch can usually be obtained, while the fine structure of sound information is still missing leading to unpleasant music sensations [@pone.0045375-Leal1], [@pone.0045375-Gfeller1], [@pone.0045375-Limb1].

Timbre is defined as 'that attribute of sound by which a listener can judge that two sounds having the same loudness and pitch are dissimilar' [@pone.0045375-ANSI1]. A sound's timbre is depending on the spectral and temporal envelope, it is developing and its perception is crucial for musical appraisal and practical tasks such as instrument identification. CI users face the problem of impaired instrument identification through which auditory scene analysis is particularly impaired in complex music environments such as orchestral concerts or band music [@pone.0045375-McDermott1], [@pone.0045375-Galvin1]. While most studies have investigated the spectral cues needed for a sufficient timbre and music perception [@pone.0045375-Drennan1], [@pone.0045375-Won1] only a few focused on the temporal envelope of sound [@pone.0045375-Pressnitzer1], [@pone.0045375-Heng1]. Kong and colleagues used a multi dimensional scaling paradigm in which participants had to rate similarities between instruments. Their findings suggested that CI users made their judgements according to the temporal envelope cues of sounds, and relied on attack time information [@pone.0045375-Kong1]. Heng and colleagues corroborated these finding using auditory chimeras built from one instruments spectral and another instruments temporal envelope and found that CI users tend to judge the instrument mainly in regard to the temporal envelope information [@pone.0045375-Heng1].

Three major elements can be described in the temporal evolvement of a sound: (i) the attack time in which the spectral information is still under transition, (ii) the sustain time in which the tone/sound enfolds its whole spectrum and reached a steady state, and (iii) the decay time in which the sound vanishes. The first element depends on the excitation mechanism of the instrument and varies in the time domain from instrument to instrument. If the attack time is manipulated, instrument identification and differentiation is less successful and error rates increase as shown in psychoacoustical studies by Berger and Iverson [@pone.0045375-Iverson1], [@pone.0045375-Berger1]. If the temporal envelope with its fine structure is providing the most crucial information and is not well implemented in the CI's processing strategy, the CI user has a low chance of detecting differences in the attack time of different instruments. However, the variance in performance of music perception in CI users is large, suggesting that additional factors such as musical training (pre- and post-implantation), practicing of a musical instrument, and the frequency of listening to music may influence the outcome of music related tasks, like pitch and instrument differentiation [@pone.0045375-Gfeller2].

In contrast to standard tests of music perception abilities with behavioral measurements, the use of auditory event-related potentials (AEPs) has the advantage of not relying on subjective impressions. AEPs have been successfully used as an objective method assessing musical sound perception in CI patients [@pone.0045375-Sandmann1], [@pone.0045375-Sandmann2]. In contrast, functional neuroimaging techniques such as positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) appear less feasible to study brain functioning in CI users because of the invasive characteristic and safety concerns, respectively [@pone.0045375-Giraud1].

Though the literature on AEPs in CI users is still limited, several studies point to the usability of AEPs as a biomarker for perceptual changes and brain plasticity [@pone.0045375-Sharma1], [@pone.0045375-Kraus1]. Accordingly, Tremblay and colleagues have suggested that the N1--P2 complex could be used to monitor neurophysiologic changes during auditory training for CI users [@pone.0045375-Tremblay1], [@pone.0045375-Tremblay2]. Furthermore, the mismatch negativity (MMN), an AEP component elicited by infrequent auditory stimuli deviating from regular standard sounds, has emerged as a reliable marker for CI users' ability to accurately discriminate stimuli without the trade-off of subjective behavioral responses [@pone.0045375-Sandmann1], [@pone.0045375-Zhang1], [@pone.0045375-Torppa1], [@pone.0045375-Kelly1]. A mismatch negativity (MMN) is known to indicate the detection of differences between the sensory memory trace of a preceding stimuli and the present one [@pone.0045375-Duncan1]. In addition, it is largely attention-independent and sensitive to small changes in stimulus features near to the just notable difference thresholds [@pone.0045375-Naatanen1].

Sandmann and colleagues successfully used an MMN paradigm developed by Naatanen and colleagues showing that MMNs may be elicited in CI users [@pone.0045375-Sandmann1], [@pone.0045375-Pakarinen1], [@pone.0045375-Naatanen2]. Furthermore, Stoody and colleagues presented a successful MMN paradigm for CI users when exposed to spectral modulations [@pone.0045375-Stoody1]. Accordingly in our study we employed an oddball paradigm in which mismatch negativity-like deflections in response to rare deviant sounds can be expected in CI users and NH controls [@pone.0045375-Naatanen1].

We used a cornet sound, which was manipulated in the temporal domain. Sounds were presented either with a natural unchanged temporal envelope, a sound envelope in which the attack time was shortened by 60 ms, or with an envelope with artificially prolonged attack time (prolonged by 60 ms). Previous AEP studies on NH controls have shown that the encoding of the physical attributes of sounds, including the detection of stimulus onset, are reflected within the N1--P2 complex [@pone.0045375-Weise1]. Weise and colleagues have demonstrated how the transition between the different parts of the temporal envelope is decoded and how this decoding is represented in N1 and P2 amplitudes and latencies [@pone.0045375-Aiken1], [@pone.0045375-Naatanen3]. We therefore expected that in our AEPs manipulations of attack time should be reflected in N1--P2 latencies and amplitudes, reflecting the encoding of the physical properties of the stimuli as well as feature detection and onset deviation, respectively To further investigate whether the encoding of temporal sound features in CI users was appropriately represented in auditory sensory memory [@pone.0045375-Naatanen3], we compared the MMN between NH controls and CI users for all deviant conditions. We anticipated that the MMN in both groups would be found for all conditions and would show group specific differences in amplitudes and latencies.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Behavioral Testing {#s2a}
------------------

In order to evaluate the discriminability of the stimuli, an additional group of CI users with congruent demographics as those taking part in the EEG study (e.g. Freiburger Monosyllabic words test in quiet, duration of deafness, see [Table S1](#pone.0045375.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) underwent a behavioral discrimination task in a pilot study. CI users (N = 12) (age range in years: 22--56, mean age: 37.4, SD: 12.4) and an age-matched NH control (N = 12) group (age range in years: 28--53, mean age: 36.5, SD: 11.78) had to distinguish between the three manipulated attack times of the Horn sound. Stimuli were presented in sets of three, where two stimuli were identical while one was a deviant. The position of the deviant was altered within the task to prevent order effects. Each deviant occurred 20 times resulting in 40 trials. We applied this three-alternative choice task as it is a procedure often used in clinical context and known to most CI users. Participants were asked to indicate the position of the deviant by pressing on a corresponding key on a keyboard.

Participants EEG Study {#s2b}
----------------------

Fifteen CI users and fifteen age- and sex-matched normal-hearing individuals (NH controls) participated in the study. The AEP N1 signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which was estimated as the root mean square of the N1 peak at Fz divided by the root mean square of the baseline (−100 to 0 ms) in dB, was used as an exclusion criterion at 10 dB. Since no clear AEPs could be observed in three of the CI users (SNR \<10 dB), these participants were excluded from further analyses. To keep the two groups equal, the exclusion of the three CI users led to the exclusion of their match from the NH group, resulting in 12 CI users (age range in years: 22--59, mean 44.6; SD 10.5) and 12 NH controls (age range in years: 26--55, mean 45.3; SD 7.8) in the final analysis (see [Table 1](#pone-0045375-t001){ref-type="table"} for detailed patient characteristics). Prior to the experiment, all CI users had been using their implant for at least 12 months. Additionally, their hearing abilities exceeded 20% in the Freiburger monosyllabic words test in quiet environment, a standard speech intelligibility test in which participants repeat monosyllabic words presented at a level of 65 dB. The correct answers are calculated in percentage.

10.1371/journal.pone.0045375.t001

###### Demographical data of CI users of the EEG study.

![](pone.0045375.t001){#pone-0045375-t001-1}

  Subject    Sex   Age(years)   Implanted side   Implant type   Dur. Of deafness(years)   Dur. of Implantuse (month)   Musical training   Speechscore Freiburgermonosyllabic words testin quiet (%)
  --------- ----- ------------ ---------------- -------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------
  P1          f        48           right          Nucleus               6.33                        184                     yes                                     85
  P2          f        59           right          Nucleus               1.91                         95                     yes                                     50
  P3          f        42            left          Nucleus               2.67                         32                     yes                                     95
  P4          f        43           right         ABClarion              1.34                        176                     yes                                     85
  P5          f        49            left          Nucleus               1.08                         13                     yes                                     85
  P6          m        37           Right        MedelSonata             0.61                         21                     yes                                     65
  P7          m        56            left          AB Hires              2.92                         19                      no                                     70
  P8          m        22            left          Nucleus               8.17                         41                      no                                     25
  P9          f        42           right          Nucleus               2.34                         20                      no                                     65
  P10         f        57            left          AB Hires              6.26                         39                      no                                     90
  P11         m        47            left          Nucleus               3.76                         20                      no                                     65
  P12         f        34           right         AB Clarion             1.59                         96                      no                                     90

Participants of the EEG study filled out a modified musical questionnaire, the Ollen Musical Sophistication Index (OMSI) which asked about their extent of musical experience and musical training [@pone.0045375-Ollen1]. Furthermore, this questionnaire included a Likert scale of music appreciation (1 =  dislike listening to music, 7 =  enjoy listening to music very much) and asked about daily/weekly musical practise.

Ethics Statement {#s2c}
----------------

All procedures were approved by the ethics committee of Hannover Medical School and the study protocol conformed to the declaration of Helsinki. Participants gave written informed consent before data collection.

Stimuli {#s2d}
-------

All participants listened to a sampled (360 Hz) French horn sound. The stimulus was taken from the ultimate-sound-bank-ircam-solo-instruments ([www.ircam.fr](http://www.ircam.fr), 24-bit/44.1kHz resolution) and manipulated in Pro Tools 9 ([www.avid.com/de/products/family/pro-tools](http://www.avid.com/de/products/family/pro-tools)). Stimulus duration was kept at 900 ms for all stimuli. The stimuli were presented in three different incarnations. First, we used a non-manipulated sound (NA) as given by the aforementioned database. For the second condition the sound was manipulated by cutting off the first 60 ms yielding a sound with shortened attack time (SA) carried out with a standard digital audio workstation by removing the respective samples. For the last condition the attack time was prolonged (PA). Thus, the samples cut off for the (SA) condition were added at the beginning of the sound. To achieve a smooth transition, a crossfade was employed between the two elements of the sound (see [Figure 1](#pone-0045375-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The three different stimuli (NA, SA, PA) were presented in an oddball paradigm with one of them as the frequent standard (SNA/SSA/SPA) tone and the other two as deviants (DNA/DSA/DPA). The probability of deviant sound presentation was 20%. To account for order effects, three blocks were built consisting of 360 stimuli each. The standard sound of the first block became the deviant of the next, whereas one of the former deviants became the standard sound in the second block and so on. To prevent order biases, blocks were split in two parts (A~1~A~2~; B~1~B~2~; C~1~C~2~) and presented in different orders across participants. Inter stimulus interval was one second, resulting in a total experimental duration of 34. 2 minutes ((360×3 stimuli) × 1900 ms = 34.2 min). Participants were seated in a sound-attenuated and electrically-shielded room in front of a monitor and watched a silent black and white movie during stimulus presentation (passive listening). For both groups loudness was individually adjusted to a moderate level which is equivalent to 60--70 dB [@pone.0045375-Zeng1]. For both groups, the intensity of the presented sounds reached therefore approximately 65 dB.

![Waveform of experimental stimuli.\
A: Waveform of the overall stimuli; B: Different attack time manipulations of the stimuli.](pone.0045375.g001){#pone-0045375-g001}

Stimuli were presented via two loudspeakers placed left and right beneath the monitor.

EEG Recordings {#s2e}
--------------

EEG was recorded with a BrainAmp system from 30 scalp channels using active electrodes (Acticap, Brain Products, Munich, Germany) placed according to the 10--20 system [@pone.0045375-Klem1]. A unipolar montage was used to record the electro-oculogram: one electrode was placed at the outer canthus of the right eye and the second below the right eye. The nose-tip was used as common reference for all channels. Sampling rate was 250 Hz, the data were analogue filtered from 0.1 to 80 Hz, and electrode impedances were kept below 10 kΩ. For the CI users, three to six channels mainly from the temporal (T12/T8) to the occipital electrodes (P08) had to be unattached due to interferences with the implant transmission coil (channels range: 3--6, mean: 3, SD: 1).

Data Processing {#s2f}
---------------

EEG data were analyzed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Nattick, MA, USA) environment using EEGLAB 9.0.5.6b [@pone.0045375-Delorme1]. The data were filtered offline using a FIR filter with the lower edge of the frequency pass band at 1 Hz and a higher edge of the frequency pass band at 30 Hz. Data were screened for extreme values exceeding −200 to 200 µV, as well as for infrequent and un-stereotyped artifacts using the inbuilt probability function (pop_jointprob) with a threshold of 3 SD [@pone.0045375-Debener1]. For further artifact attenuation, Infomax independent component analysis (ICA) was applied. Ocular and cardiac artifacts were identified using the CORRMAP plug-in [@pone.0045375-Viola1], and ICs found to reflect blinks, lateral eye movement and cardiac artifacts were removed from the data in CI users and NH controls (removed ICs mean in CI users: 4.8; SD: 4.8, NH controls: 5; SD: 1.2). Since the usage of a cochlear implant causes electrical interference with the EEG recording [@pone.0045375-Debener1], [@pone.0045375-Viola2], [@pone.0045375-Viola3] further ICs reflecting CI artifacts were identified by visual inspection. Evaluation of IC topography centroid (on the implant side) and time course enabled artifact identification as reflecting CI artifact and were based on the same ICA as ocular and cardiac removal (removed CI ICs mean: 2.4; SD: 1.2).

Following ICA-based artifact attenuation, data were segmented into epochs from −100 to 500 ms relative to stimulus onset, since both the N1--P2 complex and the MMN are known to be elicited typically in this time range. For the CI group, the missing channels were spherically interpolated with respect to the neighboring channels. Single subject averages were computed for each participant using a baseline from −100 to 0 ms. To quantify the quality of AEPs, signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were calculated for the stimulus NA in both groups (n = 30) based on a single subject level at electrode Fz. SNRs were obtained by dividing the absolute of the N1 peak amplitude by the root mean square of the baseline (−100 to 0 ms) in a time window of 100 −180 ms. AEPs were further analyzed only for those participants who had SNRs above 10 dB (N = 12), as well as peak morphologies discernible as N1 [@pone.0045375-Terhaar1]. All statistical analyses were carried out on a fronto-central electrode (Fz), which is known to show strong N1 and MMN responses [@pone.0045375-Duncan1]. In order to quantify differences in the N1 latency range, we selected a time window from 100 to 200 ms after stimulus onset for the unaltered and prolonged sounds (SNA, SPA) and a time window from 80 to 180 ms for the shortened sounds. For optimal latency measurement, a jackknife approach [@pone.0045375-Kiesel1] was applied, as this method has been shown to be robust against outliers and single subject variability. In this approach, for all participants in each group (n = 12) grand averages of n--1 are computed, leading to 12 grand averages per group, each consisting of 12 subsamples from which latency measures were extracted.

Analysis of the N1 peak amplitude was carried out in a time window (120--180 ms) defined by the results of the latency jackknife procedure. To avoid biases from noisy data or double peaks, the N1 peak amplitude was calculated as an average of time points surrounding the maximum, resulting in a peak average time window of 32 ms. For further evaluation, we conducted a visual inspection of the N1 topographies in the respective time range.

For analyses of the P2 latency, the jackknife procedure was applied in a time window of 180--240 ms. Similar to the analysis of the N1 AEPs, the P2 peak amplitude in these time windows was calculated as a mean in a 32 ms window around the peak.

The oddball paradigm allowed us to compute difference waves evaluating MMNs in three different conditions. As opposed to the traditional deviant minus standard subtraction, we evaluated MMNs for the identical sound, occurring once as a deviant in one block and once as standard in another block. This procedure prevents any bias due the physical properties of different sounds and allows more direct comparison of ERPs [@pone.0045375-Caclin1].

The time windows for MMN extraction for CI users and NH controls were based on a sample by sample t-test computation, which indicated significant differences between the AEPs of standard and deviant condition. The sample by sample t test computation revealed for the CI users, a time window of 190 to 240 ms (NH controls:120 to 168 ms) for the condition DNA-SNA (no attack manipulation), 152 to 200 ms (NH controls:132 to 180 ms) for the condition DSA-SSA (shortened attack), and 204 to 252 ms (NH controls: 172 to 220 ms) for the condition DPA-SPA (prolonged attack) after stimulus onset. To examine amplitudes we calculated the mean of the difference waves in the respective time windows.

Statistics {#s2g}
----------

All statistics were carried out in SPSS 19. For behavioral data we examined stimuli in dependency on occurring position and deviation with prolonged or 60 ms shortened attack). A general linear model with repeated measure ANOVA (group\*condition\*position) was computed to evaluate the hit rates depending on the deviant category (within-subjects), the position (within-subjects), and the group (between-subjects). To assess group specific and stimulus specific differences we applied post hoc t-tests when appropriate.

N1 and P2 component latencies and amplitudes were compared in 4 general linear models (GLM) with repeated measure ANOVA with condition as within subject factor (SNA, SSA, SPA) and Group as between-subjects factor (CI user vs. NH controls). Post hoc t-tests were carried out to examine stimulus and group dependent differences.

Additional statistical analyses with the same GLMs were applied on two subgroups (n = 6) of CI users. The division was according on the OMSI results and divided the CI users group into a musically trained and musically untrained group based on self-reported musical exercise/training (actively singing in a choir or playing an instrument) of at least 15 minutes a day, or 2 hours a week post implantation.

In order to investigate whether MMN amplitudes differed significantly from zero, one--sample t-tests were conducted. Group specific differences were tested with a repeated measures ANOVA with MMN condition as within-subjects factor and Group as between- subjects factor. This analysis was also applied to the CI users subgroup.

For all statistical analysis of the latency measures, the t and F values were corrected as t = t/n--1 and F =  F/(n--1)^2^, as needed in jackknifing method [@pone.0045375-Kiesel1].

Greenhouse Geisser correction was applied when necessary and will be reported with unchanged degrees of freedom and epsilon.

Results {#s3}
=======

Behavioral Data {#s3a}
---------------

As indicated in [Fig. 2](#pone-0045375-g002){ref-type="fig"} participants of the discrimination task in the pilot study showed hit rates above chance levels in both groups (CI mean = 45.83% SD = 6.3; p = 0.03; NH mean 79.25%; SD = 5.8; p = 0.001, chance level: 33%) as tested with chi-squared test.

![Hit rates of CI users and NH controls *(Asterisks indicate a significant above chance level p\<0.05).*](pone.0045375.g002){#pone-0045375-g002}

For the ANOVA (group\*condition\*position) we found an interaction for stimulus and position (F~2,44~ = 21.02; p\<0.001, ε = .989), a three way interaction with stimulus, position and group (F~2,44~ = 3.23; p = 0.05, ε = .989) as well as a group effect with F~1,22~ = 14.31; p = 0.001 (ε = .989). Group specific differences were tested with post hoc t-test and showed significantly better performance for NH controls for the deviant with shortened attack when presented on second or third position (2^nd\ position^: t = −3.85, p = .001, 3^rd\ position^: t = −2.94, p = .008) and the deviant with the prolonged attack presented on 3^rd^ position(t = −4.96, p\<.001). Deviants presented on the first position did not show group specific differences (DSA 1^st^ p = .23, DPA 1^st^ :p = .29).

In the CI users group post hoc paired t-tests showed significant lowest hit rate for DSA when presented on the third position compared to DSA when presented on first position (t = 2.60, p = .025) or second position (t = 2.32, p = 0.04). For DPA CI users scored significantly higher when presented on first position compared to presentation on third position (t = 2.63, p = .023).

For the NH controls we found significant differences only for deviant DSA. When presented on second position, NH controls showed highest hit rate compared to presentation on first (t =  −4.3, p = .001) or third position (see [figure S1](#pone.0045375.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for further details).

CI users showed no significant difference in their overall hit rates for DPA and DSA, when hit rates were analyzed independent of the stimulus position (p = .12), neither did NH controls show a significant difference for DPA and DSA (p = .87).

Independent samples t-tests showed no differences between the two groups of CI users (behavioral and electrophysiological paradigms) for different individual factors, including age (p = .698), speech perception ability (Freiburger monosyllabic words test in quiet: p = .157), and duration of deafness (p = .055) (see [table S1](#pone.0045375.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed information).

Music scores from the Ollen Musical Sophistication Index (OMSI) as used for the EEG paradigm showed no significant differences between CI users and NH controls in the extent of musical experience and musical appreciation ((scaling 1--7) CI mean = 5.18, SD = 1.47; NH mean = 6.30; SD = 1.26; p\>0.5). Findings revealed six musically trained subjects in the CI users group (\>15 minutes daily training), whereas four musically trained subjects were in the NH control group. None of the participant had received professional practice lessons or underwent any music courses at a university. No significant differences were observed for the appreciation of listening to music between the CI users (mean: 5.1; SD: 1.4) compared to the NH controls (mean: 6.4; SD: 1.4; p = 0.064).

EEG {#s3b}
---

The AEPs from CI users showed only low residual CI artifacts and confirmed the validity of the ICA approach in this context [@pone.0045375-Debener1]. We examined the quality of the N1 peak by means of SNR with a mean of 15.59 dB (SD: 4.29) for CI users and a mean of 21.35 dB (SD: 6.38) for NH controls. A one-way ANOVA showed significant differences (F~1,23~ = 6.70; p = 0.017) between CI users and NH controls.

For the N1 latencies, a repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant within-subjects effect (F~(2,44)~ = 8.61; p\<0.001, ε = .75). As illustrated in [Fig. 3](#pone-0045375-g003){ref-type="fig"}, the N1 peak latency was modulated by the stimuli. For the CI users, SSA lead to the shortest latency, differing significantly from SNA (t = 5.79, p\<.001) and SPA (t = 3.96, p\<.001) as shown by post hoc paired t-test. For NH controls the shortest latency was likely obtained for SSA, differing significantly from SNA (t = 15.3, p\>.001) and SPA (t = 7.54, p\<.001). We found no significant difference between condition SNA and SPA in either group (CI users: t = 0.63, p\>0.1; NH controls: t = 0.12. p\>0.1). The repeated measures ANOVA on the N1 latencies revealed also a significant between-subjects effect (F~(1,22)~ = 3.86; p\<0.05), and post hoc t-tests showed significantly delayed N1 latencies for CI users when compared to NH listeners. (SNA: t = −2.4, p\<.05; SSA: t =  −2.7, p\<.001; SPA: t = 2.64, p\>.001) (for detailed latencies values see [Table 2](#pone-0045375-t002){ref-type="table"}). Similarly, N1 amplitudes were significantly different between the two groups as revealed by a significant between-subjects effect (F~1,22~ = 10.56; p = 0.004). Post hoc independent t-tests revealed significantly smaller N1 amplitudes in CI users than in NH controls for SNA (t = −3.1, p = .005), SSA (t = −2.3, p = .02) and SPA (t = −3.1, p\<.001). For the repeated measures ANOVA on N1 amplitudes, however, we did not observe a significant within-subjects effect (p = .67) or an interaction (p = .56).

![Grand average AEPs of CI users and NH controls.\
A: Grand average AEPs of CI users and NH controls with topographies of the N1 for the three standard sounds with their corresponding latencies (SNA: Standard Normal Attack; SSA: Standard Shortened Attack, SPA: Standard Prolonged Attack). B: Grand average AEPs of CI users with (N = 6) and without (N = 6) musical training. All grand averages are deflections at Fz.](pone.0045375.g003){#pone-0045375-g003}
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###### AEP latencies (ms) and amplitudes (µV) of CI users and NH controls (SD given in parentheses).

![](pone.0045375.t002){#pone-0045375-t002-2}

                           CI users                     NH control                                                           
  -------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------- ------------- ------------------- -------------
  N1 latency               157 (±1)                      128 (±2)              162 (±2)      135 (±1)         107 (±1)         135 (±2)
  P2 latency               236 (±2)                      197 (±2)              242 (±3)      204 (±2)     186 (±2)−2.2 (±1)    231 (±2)
  N1 amplitude            −0.6 (±1)                     −1.0 (±1)             −0.5±(0.7)     −2.1 (±1)                         −2.1 (±1)
  P2 amplitude             1.2 (±1)                     1.3 (±0.9)             0.7 (±1)      2.4 (±1)         3.8 (±1)        2.8 (±0.9)
                  musically trained CI users   musically untrained CI users                                                  
  N1 latency               155 (±3)                      126 (±2)              166 (±2)      134 (±16)        133 (±2)         138 (±6)
  P2 latency               230 (±4)                      196 (±3)              248 (±3)      223 (±6)         194 (±3)         200 (±3)
  N1 amplitude           −1.3 (±0.6)                   −1.7 (±0.7)            −0.8 (±0.3)   −0.5 (±0.9)      −0.6 (±0.8)      −0.7 (±0.7)
  P2 amplitude             1.3 (±1)                      1.5 (±1)              0.9 (±1)     0.6 (±0.2)       0.5 (±0.8)       .05 (±0.1)

The P2 latencies showed a within-subjects effect (F~(2,\ 44)~ = 3.75; p\<0.05,ε = .76), following the pattern of the N1 latencies, with SSA exposing the shortest P2 latency compared to SNA (CI users: t = 2.18, p\<.05; NH controls: 186 ms) and SPA (CI users: t = 5.69, p\<.001; NH controls: ). We did not observe a between-subjects effect for the P2 latencies (p\>0.1).

For the P2 amplitudes, we observed a significant within-subjects effect (F~2,44~ = 8.78; p = 0.001) and a significant between-subjects effect (F~1,22~ = 18.16; p\<0.001) as well as an interaction (F~2,44~ = 4.07; p = 0.024). CI users' P2 amplitudes to SNA was most prominent and differed significantly when compared to SPA (t = 2.38, p = .036), whereas SNA showed no significant difference when compared to SSA (t = .53, p = .60). Significant difference was also obtained for P2 amplitude between SSA and SPA (t = 2.46, p = .031) with SSA exposing larger amplitude. In the NH control group significant differences were found for P2 amplitudes of SSA when compared to SNA (t = 4.06, p = .002) and SPA(t = 3.3, p = .007). No significant P2 amplitude differences where observed for comparison of SNA and SPA (t = .81, p = .43) for the NH controls. The groups differed significantly from each other for P2 amplitude of SSA (t = 5.4, p\<.001) and SPA (t = 4.8, p\<.001) with larger amplitudes obtained for NH controls, but not for SNA (t = 1.9, p = .068).

ANOVAs for N1 amplitudes in the CI group with condition as within-subjects factor and musical training vs. no musical training as between-subjects factor revealed larger amplitudes for musically trained CI users as indicated by a significant within-subjects effect (F~2,20~ = 3.58; p = 0.047) and a significant between-subjects effect (F~1,10~ = 8.51; p = 0.015). Amplitudes differed significantly between the two groups for condition SNA (t = −2.47, p = .03) and SSA (t = −3.06, p = .01) with larger amplitudes exhibited in the musical trained CI users group. No group specific difference was found for SPA (t = −2.15, p = .057).

For the N1 latencies we found a significant within-subjects effect (F~1,10~ = 3.98, p\<.05) but no between-subjects effect (p = .41).

For P2 amplitudes we observed no within-subjects effect (p = .07) or between-subjects effect (p = .614). We also did not find any significant effect for P2 latencies (within-subjects: p\<0.1; between-subjects: p = .40).

Six one-sample t-test were carried out on the difference waves, indicating two significant MMN amplitudes for the condition DNA-SNA (t: −2.28, p = 0.043) and condition DPA-SPA (t: −2.68, p = 0.021), specifically in NH controls. For the CI users group no significant MMN amplitudes were observed (see [table 3](#pone-0045375-t003){ref-type="table"}). While repeated measures ANOVA with Condition (3)\*Group showed no within-group (p = .20) or interaction effects (p = .46), we found a significant between-subjects effect for MMN amplitudes (F~1,22~ = 4.67; p = 0.42). For MMN latencies we found no within-subjects (p\>0.1) or between-subjects effects (p\>0.1).

10.1371/journal.pone.0045375.t003

###### MMN latencies and amplitudes of CI users and NH controls.

![](pone.0045375.t003){#pone-0045375-t003-3}

                         CI users                              NH controls                                                  
  -------------- ------ ---------- ------- ----- ----- ------ ------------- ---------------------------------------- ------ -----
  MMN~DNA-SNA~    −.35     1.1      −1.09   .29   233   −.74       1.1       −2.28[\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}   .043   164
  MMN~DSA-SSA~    −.02     1.2      −.06    .95   170   −.17       1.1                       −0.52                    .607   161
  MMN~DPA-SPA~    −.07     1.1      −.21    .83   251   −.83       1.0       −2.68[\*](#nt102){ref-type="table-fn"}   .021   221

*The asterisks indicates the level of significant threshold.*

*p\<0.05.*

[Figure 4](#pone-0045375-g004){ref-type="fig"} shows that the two CI user subgroups did not reveal any significant MMNs, and the GLM did not show a within-subjects (p = .80) or a between-subjects effect (p = .31), neither for amplitudes nor for latencies (within-subject: p\>0.3; between-subjects: p = 1.2).

![Grand average Mismatch Negativities.\
Grand average MMNs of CI users and NH controls with their respective topographies. AEPs at Fz for standards (red) and deviants (blue) for CI users and NH controls. Significant MMNs in the difference wave (black) are marked with an arrow. The difference waves for reversed polarity were derived from the left mastoid (dotted black line).](pone.0045375.g004){#pone-0045375-g004}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In the present study, our aim was to investigate abilities in discriminating the temporal envelope of sounds, in particular the attack time in postlingually deafened CI users. We used sets of stimuli that were manipulated in the first 60 ms of the sound. Even though our electrophysiological and behavioral measurements were conducted on two different groups of CI users, it is likely that the different stimuli were detectable and discriminable for CI users and NH controls above chance level. However, while ICA enabled recovery of AEPs in CI users, low residual electrical artifacts were present in the data. Due to the limited number of channels used in the present study we could not eliminate all of the artifacts driven by the implant, as the ICA algorithm works best when supplied with a high number of scalp sensors [@pone.0045375-Makeig1]. Nevertheless, the time window corresponding to the auditory responses of interest was free of artifacts.

Behavioral Data {#s4a}
---------------

CI users were able to distinguish stimuli from each other, whether they showed a prolonged, shortened, or natural onset. The differences between CI users and NH controls were largest for the overall hit rate and showed no specific differences for deviant category. Our results for the behavioral paradigm are congruent with earlier studies showing less accuracy in CI users than in NH controls when confronted with complex stimuli, especially in timbre related tasks [@pone.0045375-Limb1], [@pone.0045375-Galvin2], [@pone.0045375-Gfeller3]. However, CI users showed a hit rate above chance, indicating the possibility of detecting the aforementioned differences in attack time. This corroborates the findings by Kong and colleagues [@pone.0045375-Kong1], [@pone.0045375-Kong2], indicating that for timbre judgement CI users mainly rely on the temporal envelope which is perceived as dominant cue for instrument differentiation.

N1--P2 Differences between CI Users and NH Listeners {#s4b}
----------------------------------------------------

Temporal envelope manipulation elicited different N1 characteristics in NH controls and CI users. In both groups, the latency range of the N1 significantly decreased when attack time was shortened. These findings show that CI users and NH controls were able to process the differences in the manipulated stimuli. However, there was a large difference in amplitude between CI users and NH controls but not between the different conditions within the groups.

These differences were driven by the steepness of the temporal envelope and therefore due to different intensities at earlier or later time points of the stimuli depending on the manipulations. Studies on intensity functions of AEPs in CI users and NH controls demonstrated decreased N1--P2 latency and increased amplitude with increased stimulus intensity [@pone.0045375-Billings1]. We did not observe amplitude changes for different stimulus types but only latency differences in the N1. These findings lead to the conclusion that the N1 latencies are representing rather changes in the temporal domain than only an intensity change and might, for example, be driven by onset encoding of the stimulus material [@pone.0045375-Naatanen3]. Since the N1 is particularly sensitive to the spectrotemporal features at the onset of an auditory stimulus, we are confident that the observed N1 differences represent attack time manipulations of the sound [@pone.0045375-Naatanen4].

N1--P2 in CI Users with and without Musical Training {#s4c}
----------------------------------------------------

Of special interest is the outcome of the CI users undergoing musical training. In our study the musical trained CI users reported their training following the CI surgery.

This self reported musical training in terms of instrument practicing resulted in more prominent N1 peaks in the musically trained CI users when compared to the N1 amplitudes of the untrained CI users. Even though the different CI users in our subgroup reported heterogeneous learning instruments, their N1 amplitudes rather approach those of the NH control group level, which indicates an effect of musical training on AEP developing. These effects might be discussed from two perspectives. Either the musical training itself is contributing to the development of the normalized AEPs in CI users, or the more frequent exposure to musical stimuli resulting from the training might foster the effect.

The benefit of musical training for auditory rehabilitation in CI users has been discussed before, as several studies have shown improved performance of CI users in music related tasks after structured musical training [@pone.0045375-Leal1], [@pone.0045375-Gfeller3], [@pone.0045375-Gfeller4], [@pone.0045375-Gfeller5], [@pone.0045375-Driscoll1]. Furthermore, the differences between the two groups were only found for the N1, but not for the P2 component, suggesting that musical training specifically has an impact on sound feature detection. Experience-related enhancement of N1 and P2 responses has been shown in healthy participants before. Shahin and colleagues demonstrated how latencies and amplitudes are influenced in non-musicians and musicians undergoing musical training [@pone.0045375-Shahin1].

With regard to CI users, however, the effect of musical training has been evident only from behavioral studies [@pone.0045375-Gfeller5]. Here, we show that musical training after implantation seems to be reflected in AEPs as well. Further studies with larger sample sizes of musically trained and untrained participants are necessary to foster AEP-driven findings.

MMN {#s4d}
---

The mismatch negativity is thought to reflect an automatic process, which detects a difference between a new stimulus and the preceding stimuli of a sensory memory trace [@pone.0045375-Naatanen1], [@pone.0045375-Naatanen3], [@pone.0045375-Naatanen5]. Driven from our behavioral findings we expected the MMN to be observed in NH controls and likely in CI users. Although, CI users showed differences in the N1 latency between different conditions, these participants failed to produce a significant MMN in any condition. NH controls on the other hand showed a robust MMN for the first condition in which the unaltered sound as a standard (SNA) was subtracted from the unaltered sound occurring as a deviant (DNA) and the third condition, in which the prolonged standard (SPA) was subtracted from the prolonged deviant (DPA). As MMN amplitudes are in general highly correlating with behavioral discrimination thresholds [@pone.0045375-Schroger1], the lack of significant MMNs in CI users might be caused by the narrow physical difference between the standards and deviants, even though behavioral data indicated discrimination above chance-level. However, while a condition effect was found for the N1 latency, the small physical difference between our stimuli seem not salient enough to facilitate auditory sensory memory encoding. The total absence of MMN in CI users was unexpected since a recent study by Heng and colleagues, using auditory chimaeras has shown that CI users orient their musical perception more on temporal envelopes than on fine structure of the spectrum [@pone.0045375-Heng1]. One might speculate whether our results differ because of the small difference in attack times, since Heng and colleagues manipulated all elements of the temporal envelopes including amplitudes. A second explanation might be the behavioral hit rate, which already showed less accuracy in CI users than in NH controls. While the subjects underwent the behavioural task in an alert state and were fully concentrating on the physical differences between the stimuli, the subjects performed a passive listening task in the MMN paradigm. Thus, the non-significant MMNs in the CI users group might be driven by the limited saliency the stimuli evoked, as seen in earlier studies with a discrepancy between behavioral and MMN results [@pone.0045375-Bishop1].

The differences we have observed in CI users for the N1 but not for the MMN for all conditions may be explained by the theory of basic sensory analysis [@pone.0045375-Naatanen6], [@pone.0045375-Winkler1]. An auditory stimulus is analyzed by two parallel channels. One is the N1-generating "transient detector system" which registers sudden energy changes in the auditory environment (e.g. the on and offset of a sound). The second channel is the "feature-detector-system" which analyzes auditory stimuli's physical features, such as frequency, intensity and duration. Accordingly, our stimuli lead in both groups to a sufficient decoding of the transient detector system and thus modulated N1 responses, while it was not sufficiently excited in the CI user group and thus failed to produce an MMN.

Although no significant MMNs were elicited in CI users, we encourage further research in this field, as the general ability of CI users' deviance detection mechanism was successfully shown in studies in which the oddball paradigm was exchanged by a new fast paradigm [@pone.0045375-Sandmann1]. In this paradigm several deviant categories, such as pitch and intensity are presented in a different probability compared to the oddball paradigm, leading to a shorter experimental duration [@pone.0045375-Pakarinen1], [@pone.0045375-Naatanen2]. Nevertheless, CI users failed to produce MMNs to certain deviant categories in this paradigm. Sandmann and colleagues showed that although MMNs were elicited for frequency and intensity deviations, duration deviants did not elicit any significant MMNs, although behavioural performance was highly above chance level. In line with other studies on sound discrimination abilities in CI users, we therefore conclude that small acoustic differences are difficult to perceive for CI users and further research is necessary to examine the minimal and maximal borders of this altered perception.

Conclusions {#s4e}
-----------

Our findings of N1 and P2 latency differences corroborate the current literature on the use of AEPs as an objective measure in CI research [@pone.0045375-Sandmann2], [@pone.0045375-Debener1], [@pone.0045375-Viola2]. Here, we showed that even small sound differences might be appropriate to assess the general hearing abilities of CI users. We speculate that the lack of significant MMNs reflects the impairment of CI users to properly integrate deviating onsets, therefore explaining altered musical sound perception, in particular the perception of timbre. We therefore encourage musical training in CI users since it has been shown to strongly affect AEPs of CI users.

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================
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Hitrates for manipulated attack time Deviants per Position. Hitrates for different attack time manipulations in dependency on their position for CI users (Group1) and NH controls (Group 2). Asterisks indicate level of significance \*p\<0.05; \*\*p\<0.001.
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Click here for additional data file.
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Demography of the behavioral discrimination task participants.
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Click here for additional data file.
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